bstract. The discovery of OH in Saturn's magnetosphere has changed our view of d this region from one where plasma dominated the physics to one where neutrals are ominant. We revisit HST observations of OH and derive revised OH densities, finding n peak densities of 500 cm at 4.5 R . We find that the OH densities at this locatio
Introduction
he interaction between neutrals and plasma in Saturn's magnetosphere has been the V subject of much study since in situ observations were made by Pioneer 11 and oyagers 1 and 2. A fairly complete picture of the plasma population has emerged , s [ (HST) has been used to detect neutral OH in the region of the icy satellite Shemansky et al., 1993] and the rings [Hall et al., 1996] . These results indicate the OH density is a few hundred cm in both these regions.
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The neutral sources are thought to be primarily energetic particle sputtering and a h micrometeorite impact on the moons and rings. The sources of neutrals and plasm ave been calculated for the satellites [Johnson et al., 1989] and rings [Pospieszalska e d and Johnson, 1991] , and have recently been revised by Shi et al. [1996] . The sourc etermined by these calculations (which should be considered a lower limit) is on the order of 1.6×10 H O s . Models have been used to try to explain the observations and to fill gaps in our l p knowledge, such as the ion composition, the densities of other neutral species, the tota lasma source rate, and the plasma transport rate [Richardson et al., 1986; Barbosa, g 1990; Shemansky and Hall, 1992; Richardson, 1992] . Although these models have rown more complex, all have had significant omissions and none have previously were on the order of a few hundred [Hall et al., 1996] . These observers also made (1) I s w <n >= g here g is the resonant scattering coefficient of solar radiation at the given . T wavelength. It will depend for a given planet on the speed of the emitting particle he length of the line of sight s will depend on the geometry at the time of a observation. As we shall see, this can vary significantly. As shown in the view from bove in figure 2, for a very flat angle of observation, the length of the line of sight c crossing the normal radius vector from the center of Saturn at point r through a ylinder of OH of radius R > r and height 2h , where h is the scale height, is given by the Pythagorean theorem as: In 1995 , Hall et al. [1996 observed at θ=0 and at radial distances of 2.1 R (87R) and Richardson et al., 1986; Shemansky and Hall, 1993] . These model ompute neutral and plasma densities but have several problems: they do not account h for particles which move in from outside the box and assume the density is omogeneous instead of varying with latitude. The next step were 1-D models which e treat the radial diffusion of plasma [Barbosa, 1990] .. lthammar , 1968; Siscoe, 1978] . The diffusion coefficient is a free parameter of th odel. The plasma density at each latitude is then found using the equation for r parallel pressure [Vasyliunas, 1983] he outer magnetosphere, consistent with observations. This is slightly less than the t 100 cm H at L=6 reported by Shemansky and Hall [1992] . Thus we have a good fi A failing of the model is that the predicted H densities are too low and the predicted ; H densities too high. The H problem may be worse than described earlier [1996] . Although these numbers are lower imits to the sputtering source, a factor of ten is a large discrepancy. One possible s l resolution suggested by Shemansky et al. [1993] is that the micrometeorite flux i arger than predicted. A problem with this suggestion is that the neutral densities near , the rings are apparently on the order of a few hundred cm [Hall et al., 1996] −3 m m whereas Pospieszalska and Johnson [1992] show that using the maximu icrometeoroid flux from Northrup and Connerney [1987] gives neutral densities of tens of thousands cm near the rings. Since the source required to fit observations is and Burns, 1994] . If the ring particles orbits were circular then the relativ elocity between the moons and ring particles would be small and collisions would be e c of low energy and ineffective at producing neutrals. The ring particles can becom harged [Jurac et al., 1995] , however, and thus subject to Lorentz forces (the same t p forces causing the plasma to corotate). These small (1 micron radius) particles ac artially as neutrals and partially as charged particles, with the results that the orbits i can rapidly become eccentric [Horanyi et al., 1992; Hamilton, 1993] . The difference n speed between the particles on eccentric orbits and the moons can exceed 5 km/s, so d c that collisions with the moons could generate enough ejecta to sustain the E-ring an reate sufficient neutrals to match the OH observations [Hamilton and Burns, 1994] . p However, Shi et al. [1996] state that impacts of E-ring particles will not directly roduce significant water vapor, so this mechanism may not be viable. the neutral density profile is flatter from 6 to 10 R than we assumed, since the profil s not constrained between those points. Another possibility is that the transport rate -declines with distance, a possibility if the transport rate were dependent on the mass e loading rate. Although beyond the scope of this paper, future plans are to add the nergy equations to the model and self-consistently determine the plasma temperature.
Summary
We have reanalyzed HST observations of OH in Saturn's magnetosphere. We find , that a synthesis of this data gives OH densities of a few hundred cm at 1.8-2 R 
